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8! ! ! Classical!genomic!mechanisms!
!























































































































































Figure+ 1.!Overview+ of+ the+ medial+ temporal+ lobe+ memory+ system+ for+ declarative+ memory,+
which+ includes+ the+ hippocampus+ and+ the+ perirhinal,+ entorhinal,+ and+ parahippocampal+
cortices.! (a)! ! Schematic! of! the! medial! temporal! lobe!memory! system.! (b)! Ventral! view! of! a!
human!brain!(upper! left),!monkey!brain!(upper!right),!and!a!sagittal!view!of!a!rat!brain!(lower!
center).! In!humans,! the!hippocampus! lies!beneath!the!cortex!of! the!medial!temporal! lobe.! Its!
anterior! region! lies!below! the! posterior! entorhinal! (shown! in! red! )! and! perirhinal! (! shown! in!
purple)! cortices,! and! the! main! body! of! the! hippocampus! lies! beneath! the! parahippocampal!
cortex.! The! parahippocampal! cortex! is! also! known! as! the! postrhinal! cortex! in! the! rat! brain.!






































































































































































































The!beneficial! effects!of! E2!on!memory!and!hippocampal! function!have! largely!
been! attributed! to! gonadallyMderived! estrogens! acting! on! the! brain! via! a! traditional!
endocrine! mechanism.! ! However,! accumulating! evidence! shows! that! E2! can! also! be!
synthesized!locally!in!the!brain!from!cholesterol!or!androgen!precursors,!challenging!the!
longMheld! dogma! that! the! brain! is! merely! a! target! for! peripheral! endocrine! glands.!!
Instead,! this! capacity! for! local! steroidogenesis! suggests! that! neurosteroids! like! E2! are!
poised!for!acute!and!precise!control!of!neural!circuitry,!and!may!act!on!a!rapid!timescale!
similar! to! traditional! neurotransmitters! (Balthazart! and! Ball,! 2006,! Saldanha! et! al.,!
2011).! Despite! these! intriguing! findings,! little! is! currently! known! about! the! functional!
significance! of! local! E2! synthesis,! particularly! in! brain! regions! critical! for! regulating!
learning!and!memory,!like!the!hippocampus.!!!
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Wehrenberg! et! al.,! 2001),! are! expressed! in! several! regions! of! the! adult! brain! in! a!
multitude! of! species,! including! songbirds,! rodents,! nonMhuman! primates,! and! humans!
(Roselli! et! al.,! 1985,! Roselli! and! Resko,! 1989,! Vockel! et! al.,! 1990,! Ivanova! and! Beyer,!
2000,! Azcoitia! et! al.,! 2011).! ! Although! originally! studied! in! the! context! of!
neurodevelopment!and!sexual!differentiation!of!brain!regions!involved!in!gonadotropin!
secretion!and!sexual!behavior!(Naftolin!et!al.,!1971,!Naftolin!et!al.,!1975,!Dohler!et!al.,!
1984,! Baum! and! Tobet,! 1986,!MacLusky! et! al.,! 1987);! for! reviews! see!MacLusky! and!
Naftolin,!1981,!(Naftolin!et!al.,!1975,!Goy,!1980,!Bakker!and!Baum,!2008),!new!roles!for!
aromatase!and!brainMsynthesized!hormones!have! recently!emerged! in! the!adult!brain,!
including! the! regulation! of! neuronal! survival,! neurogenesis,! and! the! modulation! of!
















































































































































































































































































prior! to! beginning! behavioral! training! (habituation).! (A)! In! object! recognition! (OR),! mice!
accumulate! 30! seconds! exploring! two! identical! novel! objects! placed! in! the! arena! (training).!!
Retention!is!tested!24!or!48!hours!later!by!presenting!mice!with!one!novel!and!one!familiar!object!
(testing).! Mice! who! remember! the! familiar! object! spend!more! time! than! chance! (15! seconds)!
exploring! the! novel! object.! (B)! Object! placement! (OP)! uses! the! same! apparatus! and! general!
procedure,!but!during! testing,!one! training!object!moves! to!a!new!location! in! the!arena,! rather!


































































































































Figure+4.! !Letrozole+ reduces+hippocampal+E2+ levels+at+a+dose+ that+ impairs+ spatial+ and+object+
recognition+memory+ consolidation.!Mice!receiving!bilateral!DH! infusion!of!0.025!µg! letrozole!
had!significantly!lower!DH!E2!levels!than!vehicleMtreated!mice!30!min!after!infusion!(*p!<!0.05).!!







































































































infused!with!vehicle! into!both! the!DH!and!dorsal!third!ventricle! (p!>!0.05).! !Bilateral! infusion!of!
0.025!µg!letrozole!into!the!DH,!followed!by!ICV!infusion!of!E2,!did!not!result!in!significant!elevation!
of!phosphorMp42!ERK! levels,!however,!we!did!observe!a! trend! toward! significance! (p!=!0.0675).!!
These!data!suggest! that! inhibition!of! local!E2!synthesis! in! the!DH!attenuates!p42!ERK! levels,!but!
does!not! entirely!block! exogenous! E2! from! increasing!p42MERK!activation.! !A)!phosphoMp42! ERK!
levels!normalized!to!BMActin.!!B)!phosphorMp42!ERK!levels!normalized!to!tERK.!
A)+ B)+
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DISCUSSION+
The!current!findings!provide!novel!insight!into!the!functional!role!of!brainM
derived!estrogens!on!learning!and!memory!in!rodents.!!First,!we!demonstrated!that!
hippocampal!E2!synthesis!is!necessary!for!object!recognition!and!spatial!memory!
consolidation!in!young!ovariectomized!mice.!!Next,!we!found!that!DH!E2!levels!increase!
30!min!after!novel!object!training,!and!that!this!increase!is!blocked!by!DH!infusion!of!an!
aromatase!inhibitor!at!a!dose!that!impairs!recognition!and!spatial!memory!consolidation!
in#vivo.!!Together,!these!data!suggest!E2!synthesis!can!increase!acutely!in!an!experienceM
dependent!manner,!and!that!this!increase!is!necessary!for!the!consolidation!of!
recognition!and!spatial!memories.!We!also!found!in!a!subsequent!experiment!that!local!
E2!synthesis!is!not!necessary!for!exogenous!E2!to!enhance!object!recognition!and!spatial!
memory!consolidation,!at!least!at!the!10!µg!E2!dose!used.!!Collectively,!these!findings!
are!the!first!to!demonstrate!that!de#novo!E2!synthesis!is!necessary!for!the!consolidation!
of!hippocampusMdependent!memories!in!female!rodents.!!To!our!knowledge,!these!are!
the!first!rodent!data!to!use!intrahippocampal!infusions!to!directly!assess!the!specific!
involvement!of!hippocampal!E2!synthesis!in!memory!formation.!!Further,!these!
experiments!are!the!first!to!address!whether!or!not!de#novo!E2!synthesis!in!the!dorsal!
hippocampus!is!necessary!for!the!memoryMenhancing!effects!of!exogenous!E2!in!
rodents.!!!
Our!data!showing!that!letrozole!blocks!OR!and!OP!memory!consolidation!are!
consistent!with!previous!in#vitro!studies!suggesting!de#novo!E2!synthesis!regulates!the!
expression!of!synaptic!proteins,!synaptic!spine!density,!and!LTP!(Kretz!et!al.,!2004,!
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Fester!et!al.,!2012,!Vierk!et!al.,!2012,!Vierk!et!al.,!2014).!!Our!present!findings!are!also!
consistent!with!recently!published!in#vivo!studies!showing!that!de#novo!E2!synthesis!is!
important!for!spatial!memory!in!zebra!finches!(Bailey!et!al.,!2013,!Rensel!et!al.,!2013),!
and!a!study!conducted!in!male!rats!demonstrating!the!necessity!of!de#novo!E2!synthesis!
in!the!extinction!of!fear!memories!(Graham!and!Milad,!2014).!!Taken!together!with!the!
present!data,!these!results!suggest!regulation!of!memory!by!de#novo!E2!synthesis!may!
be!a!general!property!of!both!male!and!female!adult!vertebrate!brains,!and!that!this!
process!is!particularly!important!during!the!consolidation!phase!of!memory!in!male!and!
female!rodents.!!Although!zebra!finch!studies!have!demonstrated!that!increases!in!local!
E2!synthesis!drive!p42!ERK!activation,!the!mechanisms!through!which!de#novo!E2!
facilitates!memory!consolidation!in!rodents!is!currently!unknown.!!Therefore,!future!
studies!should!address!whether!local!E2!synthesis!is!necessary!and/or!sufficient!to!
activate!the!MAPK/ERK!pathway!and!it's!downstream!targets,!which!would!ultimately!
influence!the!expression!of!genes!that!support!learning!and!memory.!!
The!current!study!also!provides!the!first!evidence!that!a!learning!experience!can!
increase!local!E2!synthesis!in!the!rodent!hippocampus.!!The!fact!that!the!increase!in!E2!
synthesis!in!vehicleMtreated!mice!observed!30!min!after!training!was!not!observed!at!60!
or!120!min!later,!suggests!a!transient!increase!in!hippocampal!E2!synthesis!driven!by!
object!training.!!This!transient!postMtraining!increase!in!hippocampal!E2!synthesis!was!
suppressed!by!a!DH!infusion!of!the!aromatase!inhibitor!letrozole.!!These!data!confirm!
that!DH!infusion!of!letrozole!suppresses!local!E2!synthesis!in!the!DH!at!a!dose!that!
impairs!recognition!and!spatial!memory!consolidation!in#vivo.!!The!observed!experienceM
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induced!increase!in!hippocampal!E2!levels!in!our!mice!is!consistent!with!avian!studies!
reporting!experienceMinduced!changes!in!the!male!zebra!finch!forebrain!after!social!
interactions!with!female!zebra!finches!or!exposure!to!different!auditory!stimuli!
(RemageMHealey!et!al.,!2008,!RemageMHealey!et!al.,!2010,!RemageMHealey!et!al.,!2011).!!
Also,!our!finding!that!DH!delivery!of!the!aromatase!inhibitor!letrozole!suppresses!local!
E2!synthesis!is!consistent!with!zebra!finch!studies!showing!suppression!of!acute!changes!
in!E2!in!the!NCM!of!male!zebra!finches!after!retrodialysis!of!the!aromatase!inhibitor!
fadrozole!(RemageMHealey!et!al.,!2008,!RemageMHealey!et!al.,!2010).!!In!the!zebra!finch!
forebrain,!it!has!also!been!established!that!rapid!changes!in!E2!synthesis!are!dependent!
on!Ca2+!influx,!much!like!classical!neurotransmitters!(RemageMHealey!et!al.,!2011).!!
Evidence!from!zebra!finches!also!shows!that!blocking!de#novo!E2!synthesis!in!the!NCM!
disrupts!neuronal!response!properties!during!the!processing!of!auditory!stimuli,!such!as!
spike!rate!and!burst!firing!activity!(RemageMHealey!et!al.,!2010).!Further,!suppressing!de#
novo!E2!synthesis!in!the!NCM!changes!firing!rate!and!stimulus!selectivity!in!the!HVC,!a!
structure!that!receives!indirect!afferent!input!from!the!NCM.!!Thus,!suppressing!the!
ability!of!one!region!to!synthesize!E2!impacts!auditory!processing!in!other!downstream!
target!regions!that!receive!input!from!the!NCM!(RemageMHealey!and!Joshi,!2012).!!
Although!the!present!study!did!not!measure!the!electrophysiological!consequences!of!
blocking!local!E2!in!female!mice!in#vivo,!the!avian!data!and!ex#vivo!rodent!data!suggest!
such!investigations!may!provide!valuable!additional!insight!into!the!mechanism!through!
which!local!E2!synthesis!influences!cognitive!function,!and!should!be!addressed!in!future!
studies.!
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Finally,!the!present!findings!also!suggest!that!local!E2!synthesis!is!not!essential!
for!exogenous!E2!to!exert!it’s!beneficial!effects!on!object!recognition!and!spatial!
memory!consolidation.!!Further,!the!fact!that!p42!ERK!levels!in!our!letrozole!+!E2!group!
trend!toward!significance!suggest!that!inhibition!of!local!E2!synthesis!does!not!block!the!
activating!effects!of!exogenous!E2!on!p42!ERK!activation.!!These!findings!do!not!align!
with!previously!reported!in#vitro!data!showing!that!treatment!of!hippocampal!cells!with!
an!aromatase!inhibitor!prevents!exogenous!E2!from!increasing!mRNA!and!protein!
expression!of!synaptic!plasticity!markers!PSDM95!and!Arc!(Chamniansawat!and!
Chongthammakun,!2012),!and!presynaptic!marker!synaptophysin!in!hippocampal!slice!
cultures!(Kretz!et!al.,!2004).!!There!are!several!possible!reasons!for!this!discrepancy.!!
First,!the!previous!studies!were!conducted!in#vitro!and!the!duration!of!exposure!to!the!
aromatase!inhibitor!was!chronic!(4!–!12!days),!instead!of!the!single!acute!infusion!used!
in!the!current!study.!!It!is!possible!that!chronic!delivery!in!our!study!would!have!
prevented!exogenous!E2!from!enhancing!hippocampal!memory!consolidation.!!Second,!
the!synaptic!proteins!measured!in!the!in#vitro!studies!discussed!above!may!not!be!
necessary!for!E2!to!enhance!object!recognition!or!spatial!memory!consolidation,!as!the!
necessity!of!these!specific!proteins!has!not!been!directly!evaluated!in!our!behavioral!
paradigms.!!Third,!the!dose!of!E2!used!in!the!present!study!may!have!been!too!high!for!
local!inhibition!to!matter,!as!much!lower!doses!of!E2!were!use!in!the!aforementioned!in#
vitro!studies!(!10M7!M!10M12!M!E2!compared!to!10!µg!E2!in!this!study).!!Finally,!the!timing!of!
aromatase!inhibitor!and!E2!administration!may!have!played!an!important!role!in!our!
findings.!!That!is,!local!E2!synthesis!may!not!have!been!sufficiently!suppressed!by!the!
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time!exogenous!E2!was!administered.!!Thus,!exogenous!E2!may!have!activated!the!cellM
signaling!cascades!(i.e.,!ERK,!PI3K,!mTOR)!necessary!for!E2!to!enhance!memory!before!
letrozole!had!had!time!to!suppress!local!E2!levels.!!Delaying!infusion!of!E2,!perhaps!by!
30M60!min,!may!have!better!allowed!for!an!observation!of!interactions!between!local!
and!exogenous!E2.!!Despite!the!fact!that!our!Western!data!do!not!show!a!significant!
increase!in!p42!ERK!levels!after!infusion!of!both!letrozole!and!E2,!these!data!do!trend!
toward!a!significant!elevation!similar!to!our!E2Mtreated!group.!!It!is!possible!that!these!
intermediate!levels!of!phosphorylation!are!reflective!of!early!interference!with!ERK!
phosphorylation,!and!that!aromatase!inhibition!may!suppress!ERK!phosphorylation!
more!substantially!over!time.!!To!address!this!question,!future!studies!should!examine!
p42!ERK!phosphorylation!at!different!time!points!after!aromatase!inhibition.!
In!conclusion,!the!present!study!provides!novel!insights!into!the!functional!role!
of!hippocampallyMsynthesized!E2!on!hippocampal!memory!in!female!mice.!!This!is!the!
first!study!to!demonstrate!the!necessity!hippocampal!E2!synthesis!for!the!consolidation!
of!object!recognition!and!spatial!memories!in!female!mice.!!Our!finding!that!DH!E2!levels!
are!elevated!within!30!min!of!behavioral!training!demonstrates!that!rodents!synthesize!
E2!in!the!hippocampus!in!an!experienceMdependent!manner.!However,!the!specific!
mechanisms!regulating!E2!synthesis!remain!to!be!tested!in!future!studies.!!Finally,!our!
data!also!suggested!that!local!E2!synthesis!is!not!necessary!for!exogenous!E2!to!enhance!
object!recognition!and!spatial!memory!consolidation,!or!increase!p42!ERK!
phosphorylation,!at!least!at!the!10!µg!E2!dose!used.!!Collectively,!these!findings!provide!
important!new!insight!into!the!contribution!of!hippocampal!E2!synthesis!to!learning!and!
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memory,!and!build!a!foundation!for!future!studies!to!investigate!the!molecular!
mechanisms!through!which!de#novo!E2!mediates!cognition!across!the!lifespan.!!! !
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